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The Amazon Effect - US

Amazon is the world’s second largest retailer behind
Walmart, with $120 billion in US sales in 2017, up 71%
in two years’ time. This one company accounts for
approximately 40% of total US ecommerce sales. Its
membership program, Amazon Prime, surpassed the
100 million member mark globally this year, and ...

Natural and Organic Personal
Care Consumer - US

"Natural brands continue to experience growth, albeit in
a new direction. Clean beauty is the new green, with
consumers looking for beauty products free from
specific synthetic ingredients rather than synthetic-free.
To expand consumer penetration of these products and
advance sales growth, brands are going beyond
formulations and making efforts ...

Ingredient Trends in Beauty - US

"The beauty market is very diverse with a wide array of
product offerings that make one-size-fits-all marketing
an impossible task. Ingredients are a way brands work
together cross-category, with many brands looking to
other segments (ie food, supplements) for inspiration.
Specifically, younger women aged 18-24 exhibit heavy
involvement in ingredient ...

Skin Protection - US

"Adults recognize that sun exposure has a negative
impact on the appearance of their skin, and the majority
of adults use sunscreen, tanning products, or sunless
tanners. However, the category continues to be
challenged by seasonal use. Industry players are further
challenged by competing personal care products that
offer sun ...

Consumers and the Economic
Outlook - US

"The economy continues its slow and steady recovery,
though economists are hesitant to say that it has
officially recovered. While some consumers may be
watching economic indicators, many are not, and even
those who are may not see the direct effects on their
daily lives. Overall, if consumers were already ...
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